CHAPTER XIII

PLANETS IN HOUSES

SUN


In 2nd. Free expenditure. Extravagant. Money comes and goes easily. Gain through superiors or influential people, and through Government.


In 4th. Inconstant affections, occult interests, pride in house or property. Little chance of honour until late in life, but success and fortune at the end. Good for the father unless afflicted.

In 5th. Fond of pleasure, spends freely. Few or no children. Liable to heart illness. Success with places of amusement or instruction.

In 6th. Taste for hygiene and medicine. Bad for constitution, and illness according to the sign.

In 7th. Proud, honourable, lofty and generous marriage partner. Good for partnership. Honour through marriage. Success in litigation. Honourable or influential opponents.


In 9th. Honourable, firm, just, religious, proud, ambitious,
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artistic. Voyages, and success or dignities abroad. Clerical or legal honour.


In 11th. Loyal to friends. Firm and faithful friends. Helped or hindered by influential people. Successful ambitions.


MOON

In 1st. Ambitious, fond of fame, curious, receptive, timid, imaginative, fond of change and novelty. Changeful life.

In 2nd. Changeful and unsettled fortunes, sometimes success and riches but loss and trouble if afflicted. Gain or loss by women, the public, or travel.

In 3rd. Capricious, unstable, scientific or occult interests. Gains publicity. Many short journeys. Help or hindrance from relatives.


In 5th. Fond of gambling, speculation, theatres, and pleasure, and success in these if well aspected. Many children, one becoming famous. Twins if in a mutable sign.

In 6th. Bad for health, especially to women. Much sickness in infancy. Many changes of servants. Makes good servant but bad master. If a servant himself, has many small things to attend to.
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In 8th. Money by marriage, or unsettled fortunes after marriage. If afflicted, violent death. Death in public place or among strangers.


MERCURY

In 1st. Business ability, active and enquiring mind, restless, inquisitive. Many journeys. Literary interests.

In 2nd. Money by letters, writing, and other Mercurial activities. Loss by theft or trickery if afflicted.


In 4th. Inconstant affections, studious. Changes of residence for business purposes. Lives near buses, trams, libraries, etc. Inheritance by craft.

In 5th. Inconstant in love. Inclined to gambling or...
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speculation and worries through these. Bad for children, who may be deformed or mentally afflicted.

In 6th. Interested in medicine, hygiene, diet, etc. Danger of consumption and illness through worry or strain. Deceitful servants and employees. Loss by theft. Worries over servants, journeys, or health.


In 8th. Inconstant fortunes. Minor financial troubles after marriage, and worry over partner's money. In women's map, difficulty in obtaining money from the husband.

In 9th. Clever, busy mind, meddlesome, quick wit, scientific, literary. Inclines to travel. Legal worries.

In 10th. Talented. Literary and commercial success. Several occupations. Uncertain position. Success in trading and general agencies, or as secretary to influential person.

In 11th. Many acquaintances but few friends. Scientific friends. Worries through associates.


VENUS

In 1st. Artistic, attractive, affectionate manner, fond of pleasure and personal adornment. Social interests and success.

In 2nd. Money comes easily. Gain through women, art, and drama. Expenditure on ornament, pleasure, or women.
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In 4th. Fond of home and attached to the mother. Inheritance, and gain through parents. Happy and peaceful end of life.

In 5th. Given to pleasure. Large family. Success in love affairs and society. Gain by art, children, theatres, pleasure, and speculation. Artistic and affectionate children.


In 7th. Early and happy marriage or attachment. Gain through adversaries. Peaceful end to quarrels.

In 8th. Gain by marriage and legacy. Wife fond of ornament and pleasure. Financial success after marriage.

In 9th. Gentle, cultured, religious, cheerful, musical, and artistic. Pleasant journeys. Benefit through relatives by marriage. Honours received either with or without cause.


In 12th. Peaceful seclusion. Fond of large animals. Unfortunate marriage or mésalliance. Danger of enmity from women owing to secret love affairs.

MARS

In 1st. Strong, courageous, confident, consequential, assertive, passionate, independent, reckless. Often mark or scar on head or face.

In 2nd. Lavish, careless, and improvident. Loss by rashness. Good earning powers.

In 3rd. Stubborn, headstrong. Quarrels and loss through
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letters. Loss by litigation. Disputes with relatives and neighbours. Fond of change. Danger of accidents by rail and on journeys.


In 7th. Disputatious and quarrelsome. Excites opposition and strife. Subject to violence. Business enemies. Bad for partnership. Unfortunate marriage, with quarrels and separation or death of partner.

In 8th. Extravagant marriage partner. No money by marriage. Strife over wills and legacies. Loss by fire and theft. Quick or violent death.


In 10th. Courageous, conceited, passionate, quarrelsome, desires conquest. Liable to slander. Success as soldier, otherwise danger of discredit.

In 11th. Friends among surgeons, soldiers, mechanics, etc. Quarrels with friends. Malicious friends cause injury and loss. Led into extravagance or dissipation by friends. Danger to wife in childbirth.

In 12th. Secret enemies. Loss by robbery. Danger from
large animals. Liable to imprisonment. Violence from enemies. Marriage partner suffers from inflammatory diseases.

JUPITER


In 2nd. Wealth and prosperity if well aspected; otherwise great extravagance. Gain or loss by speculation.


In 4th. Happy and comfortable old age, but dies poor if afflicted. Father in good position. Gain by inheritance. Success in place and country of birth.

In 5th. Dutiful children who do well in the world. Gain by speculation if well aspected. Prospect of rich inheritance.

In 6th. Good health. Good servants. Many comforts. Chief illnesses through indulgence or excess.

In 7th. Good for law and partnership. Good for marriage unless afflicted. Faithful partner. Enemies become friends, or benefit arises out of strife.

In 8th. Money by marriage or legacy. Death peaceful or in peaceful surroundings and conditions.
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In 12th. Few secret enemies, and those harmless. Success abroad, or in connection with large animals or institutions.

SATURN

In 1st. Industrious, economical, thoughtful, patient, shy, nervous, and if afflicted harsh, stubborn, and melancholy. Organising ability. Liable to bruises to the head.

In 2nd. Trouble, loss, and worry in money matters. Business losses and sometimes poverty. Very hard work with inadequate return. If well aspected, money by investment, from corporations, or money tied up.


In 4th. Early death of father. Tied to a locality detrimentally. Poverty at end of life. If well aspected, gain by land, property, and mines.

In 5th. Ungrateful children, or severe with children. Often denies or destroys offspring. Disappointment in love affairs. Danger of heart trouble or drowning.


In 7th. Many open enemies. Loss by partnership and litigation. Cold, morose, reserved marriage partner. Death of partner. May marry widow or widower, or someone of differing age or station.

In 8th. No money by marriage. Trouble over, or loss of, legacies. Difficulties after marriage. Lingering death.

In 9th. Religious, thoughtful, studious, philosophical,
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reserved, prudent. Danger and trouble abroad and in travel. Loss by marriage relatives.

In 10th. Trouble to mother or loss of parent in early life. Success and high position but ultimate fall and disgrace.

In 11th. Frustrated ambitions. Loss through false friends. Trouble to or from children.

In 12th. Secluded life. Injury through secret enemies. Liable to false accusation and imprisonment. Lingering illness of marriage partner.

URANUS


In 2nd. Sudden gains and losses. Difficulty and perplexity in money matters. Many ups and downs. Money through Government or in unusual ways, and often earned at home.

In 3rd. Independent, scientific, and occult interests. Unpopular ideas. Many changes. Purchases curious books. Trouble through letters and journeys, and with relatives and neighbours.

In 4th. Estranged from parents. Trouble over inheritance and in old age. Many changes of residence. Sudden end.


In 6th. Trouble and loss through inferiors. Obscure and nervous diseases. Health suffers through changes.

In 7th. Violent, cruel, or adulterous partner. Hasty and unhappy marriage followed by death or separation. Bad for
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law and partnership. Many open enemies and public strife. Great opposition in life, and perpetual quarrels with associates.

In 8th. Financial difficulties after marriage. Partner squanders money. Trouble over legacy. Sudden and extraordinary death, or death by nervous affliction, paralysis, or suicide.

In 9th. Independent. Unorthodox religious views. Fond of occultism, science, literature, or antiquarianism. Misfortune abroad or in travel. Loss or trouble through marriage relatives.


In 11th. Romantic love affairs. Impulsive and unfortunate attachments. Eccentric or occult friends, and loss through friends and acquaintances.

In 12th. Many secret enemies, and unexpected enmities. Loss by theft. Estrangement or exile. Imprisonment abroad or in strange places.

NEPTUNE


In 2nd. Loss by fraud. Involved financial affairs. Gain through secret work. Money in peculiar or questionable ways.

In 3rd. Inventive, psychic, occult interests. Strange ideas. Adopts pseudonym or changes name. Fraud from relatives or neighbours. Afflicted relatives.

In 4th. Trouble to a parent. Family skeletons. Domestic troubles, and loss by domestic plots and over property. Secluded end, often in institution.
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In 6th. Dislikes exertion. Peculiar tastes in food and clothing. Treacherous servants or employees. Liable to wasting disease.

In 7th. Treachery and loss by litigation. Peculiar marriage conditions. Crippled or afflicted marriage partner. Platonic or immoral union. Illicit attachments after marriage.


In 10th. Trouble to a parent. Strange career. Lack of application. Honour under assumed name. Too many lines of work. Dissatisfied with the profession.
